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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

This is the interim report for work on the project Dynamic Simulation

of Airborne High Power Systems for the period of August 15, 1979 through

August 30, 1980.

The work has included modeling of a three phase ac generator including

effects of speed variation and field saturation in sufficient detail to accu-

rately simulate start up and severe faults. Data are included for a specific

machine and results are included for simulation of a severe fault condition.

Preliminary work on modeling a three phase three-leg core type trans-

former is included here. Circuit equations, magnetic core characteristics

and the electric circuit relation to magnetic core characteristics under

saturation conditions are developed.

The subcontractors work on the modeling of the ac resonant charging

circuit is reported in Section IV. This work consists mainly of determi-

ning an SCR model which adequately represents turn-on and turn-off phenomena

in a high power reasonant circuit application.

The period's work also addresses the problems of system variables in

nonlinear simulation, stiff differential equations, and system simulation

using SPICE 2 and SCEPTRE. The subcontractor shares responsibility and

work in this area.

The sections of the report correspond to the tasks outlined in the

project work statement. Detailed development and data are included in the

appendices.

The results of a generator simulation run are included in Section VII.
The results of the ac charging simulations are included in the Section IV.

In the ac charging circuit simulation a single loop charging and a

double loop charging were simulated using SPICE 2. A turn-off problem was

corrected using a snubber circuit, a premature turn-on problem is being

investigated. The SCR model is being converted to SCEPTRE.

The subcontractor is Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

with Dr. Fred C. Lee as Principal Investigator.

1,



SECTION II

THE GENERATOR MODEL

2.1 OBJECTIVE

This part of the project was to develop a mathematical and computer

model of a three phase ac generator. The model is to be adequate for in-

cluding effects of unbalanced transient loads, startup transient, speed

variation, field excitation variation and saturation of the field.

Most of the models existing in the literature (References 1,5,6) were
developed for representing generators in power systen, stability studies.

In power system applications the generator is usually connected to a large

system and the generator is constrained to operation in a narrow range or it

is removed from the system by protective devices. In the airborne high power

system one has a single generator supplying an isolated load and the machine

may be subject to more severe transients of a wider range.

Further, in a power system the concerns of the modeling for stability

studies are sustained overload currents and the synchronising of the genera-

tor with the system. In this airborne high power system the operation is

asynchronous and there is need to consider short duration transient pulses

that may affect the operation of the electronics in the associated load.

In order to have a model sensitive to these concerns, more detail is

included than is usual in power system stability studies. The model used

has these additional features: direct and quadrature damping effects;

variable speed; saturation effects including both variation in inductance

and variation in L/ai; more accurate developed torque formulation; formula-

tion in a form such that the prime mover model and the field control model

may be added if these become available at some later time.

2.2 GENERATOR MATHEMATICAL MODEL

Appendix A shows the generator equivalent circuit and establishes the

notation and time and space references used in the modeling.

In vector and matrix form the equation for the circuit model is given

either by Equation (43) or (46) and repeated here as Equations (1) or (2).

2



R I +a ft)

= RI +t (LI) (2)

The torque equations relating electrical to mechanical variables is

given by Equations (55) and (56) and here as Equations (3), (4), and (5).

d2 e ded-- = J [Tm - T e -B N-O (3)

where the Te terms represents the so called electrical torque and corresponds

to the power converted from mechanical form to electrical form, Pe
dee

do(4
Pe = Te Tt (4)

Concordia (Reference 7) shows that the Te is defined by

Te = 1T 3 (5)

Equations (1) through (5) basically define the generator model. These

equations are standard forms in the literature (References [1,3,5,6,7]). The

model used in this work differs from others in the choice of system variables

and in the details of defining the inductance coefficients. These points are

discussed in Appendix A and in subsequent sections of this report.

2.3 CHOICE OF GENERATOR VARIABLES

Choices of generator state variables were made in two areas. First, the

direct phase variables were chosen over the more traditional direct and quadra-

ture axis variables. Secondly, the current variables were chosen over the

flux linkage variables.

The direct phase variables were chosen over the traditional direct and

quadrature variables for three reasons. First, while Parks (Reference 1)

transformation does significantly simplify the generator model equations and

hence aid in their solution, it is necessary at each numerical integration

step to transform the variables back to direct-phase variables for compatability



with the external load made up of electronic components and resonant charging

elements. Any expected gain would be greatly diminished by this transforma-

tion.

Secondly, additional logic would need developing to represent the effect

of direct-phase open and short circuits on d-q variables.

Thirdly, the application of Parks transformation and the resulting

simplified equations depend on certain simplifying assumptions which don't

really apply if saturation effects and aL/ai effects are significant.

The choice of the current variables over the flux linkage variables was
dictated not by generator model considerations but by limitations imposed by
models of the electronic components of the load (resonant charging circuit).

The developments in Section V and VI of this report indicate that for

appropriate numerical integration methods, use of the X variable gives less

propagated error for non-linear inductances. Further, Nakra (Reference 8)

and Manly (Reference 9) cite inaccuracies that may arise due to noise in the

3L/ai terms which appear in the current variable formulation.

However, available data and existing models for diodes, transistors and

SCR's are given in terms of current and voltage variables instead of flux

linkages and charge variables. This and the need to use a program such as
SPICE or SCEPTRE for the electronic component modeling dictated the use of

current variables for modeling the generator. SCEPTRE normally requires

that currents be the state variables in inductor elements.

2.4 FORMULATION FOR NON-LINEAR INDUCTANCE

Saturation effects cause the inductance coefficients to be non-linear
. functions of the machine currents. The circuit model equations for direct-

phase current formulation with saturation effects are now developed. The

terms arising due to dependence of inductance on the currents are illustrated.

The generator circuit model equations for direct-phase current formula-

tion and inductance as a function of current are

RI + L dI + (dL (6)

4



In the second term on the right-hand side of the equation the induc-

tances are those defined in the appendix by Equation (50) except that the

L and M coefficients are modified by saturation. The third term involving

dL/dt will be treated subsequently.

The assumptions made on the effect of saturation on the inductance terms

are discussed in Appendix A. Equation (53), repeated here, illustrates how

one of the inductance terms is alected by saturation.

Laas =CaaLs + CaaLm cos 2e (53)

=Ca Laa

Implied here is that the shape of the inductance curve as a function of

rotor position is not changed by saturation, (the validity of this assump-

tion is discussed in Appendix A). This form further implies that saturated

inductance measurements can be made on the direct axis as a function of net

excitation contributed by the various currents. The net excitation current

in terms of equivalent main field current is

27r
ix = iF + NFDiD + NFa [ia cos(e) + ib cos(e -

+ ic cos(e + !L)) (7)

To determine the Caa the rotor is aligned with the "a" phase axis and

Laa is measured as ix is varied over an appropriate range giving a curve as

shown in Figure 1.

The equation for Laa as a function of ix is obtained by appropriate

polynomial curve matching techniques and results in the following form.

Laas =L ao a +a .2 + a i 3 + -.. ) (8)

=LaoCaa

Thus Caa is the normalized polynomial of the variation of the inductance

Laas with ix

5



Laa

x

FIGURE 1. VARIATION OF Laa WITH ix (SATURATION EFFECTS)

C terms are required for each of the equations listed in Equation (50).

Measurement5 are needed to determine the following C polynomials: Caa, CaF,

CaD, CaQ, CFF, CFD, CDD. These requirements are listed in more detail in

a later section.

These saturation coefficients are associated with the inductance terms

as shown below in Equation (9) where the s subscript is dropped

Laa = Caa (Ls + Cm Cos(2e))

Lab =Caa (-M + Lm Cos(2e -- )) =Lba

Lac Caa (- s + Lm Cos(2e + ))=Lca

LaF = CaF (MaF Cos(e)) LFa

LaD = CaD (MaD Cos(e)) = LDa

6
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LaQ = C aQ(MaQ Sin(e)) m Qa

L 2w

Lbb =Caa(Ls + Lm Cos(Ze + ))

Lc= C aa (*M s + Lm Cos(2e)) -*

2w
Lb T) =a(a Lo~
1bD =CaD(MaD Cos(e - 2ir

2w
LbC Ca(NSi 3mCs2 )) Q

1c aF(MaF Cos(' + 2) = Fc

1cD = CaD(MaD Cos(e + =LIc

LcQ =CaQ(MaQ Sin(e + !L) = 1QC

LFF = CFFLF

LFD = CFDMR = LDF

LDD ' CODLD

LDQ=O 0 QD (9)

LQQ =- Q

Next consider the third termi on the right hand side of Equation (6),

(dL/dt) (I).

7



Consider, for example, the first row of the matrix product (dL/dt)(I).

d- L )i + (d Ld L) + dL
dt aa a it*- Lab)lb + Qt Lac ic UT ~ aF)1F

+ (d L)i + ) (10)

now noting that the inductances are functions of the net excitation, ix , and

ix is given by Equation (7), the derivative in the first term of Equation (10)

expanded becomes.

3 La Dix +aLaa l)

aL ai 

d tia a C s(e)  N i Sin(e) ax

+ aib  2 -2 B

Fa(-DN)Cos(e NFaia Sin( at
+ N~(~~Cos~ - N~ab Sn(9- -3- j

aic ] Laa a

+ NFa(-5-)COs(e + X-) - NFa Sin(e + f) e+ _aFa~~ t F e at

(12)

The expressions for the other terms after expanding the derivative terms

of Equation (10):

d L d L d L . L d L
d Lab; at ac; dt aF; dt aD; dt aQ;

will be the same as Equation (12) except for the quantities outside the

square brackets where the inductance in question will appear. When these

terms are all expanded and terms are collected, the first row of thedl dL
L d + d(-) I matrix becomes

8



dxa  AN rhe) + LC +LC Cos(26)J dia

LTt-Fa ~I s aa m aa ct

+ [AaNFa Cos(e - - MsCaa + LmCaa Cos(2 - 27r di b
[AaNFa Cos(s + ?) - NsCaa + LmCaa Cos(2e -at-

di+[A aHFa Cos(e + Y) - M scaa + LmC aa Cos(2e + Y)]

di F
+ [Aa + CaFaF Cos(e)

di
Da [aFD + aDMaD Cos -d)]

+ [CaQMaQ Sin(e)] t

[A +2CaaC aLm + (CaFMaFiF + CaDiD)Sin(e) -CaQMaQi Q Cose)] de

(13)

where
aLaa 3Lab 3Lab + a LaF aLaD d

A a  ' a  a a x +  i b a -a b + i c a + i F 3-1 + i F a - + i D  - + i Q
x x flx  -x

B = NFa[ia Sin(e) + ib Sin(e - + ic Sin(e +

Ca - ia Sin(2e) + ib Sin(2e - 2) + ic Sin(26 + T)

Similar expansions are required for each of the rows of the matrix terms

corresponding to the terms

,b u c  F flD
t at 'at , at'-, and

The complete listing of these terms is included in Appendix B.

Further, one must note and include the saturation effects on the

terms. Again using phase "a" terms as example

Laa= Caa(Ls + Lm Cos(2e)) (14)

9



and noting from Equation (8)

Caa 1+ aiix + a 2 + a 3 + .(15)

aLaa (L + L Cos(2e))(al + 2a2lx + 3a3t2 + ") (16)

Again the derivative of the other inductance terms with respect to ix

may be written in a similar fashion.

Finally the derivatives of the inductance terms with respect to e are

obtained. The "a" phase terms are listed

aaa - 2 CaaLm Sin(2e)

aL ab 2 Caom Sin(2e - 2)

aea - 2 C Sin(2e + 2w

ae = - CaFMaF Sin(e)

aLa
--.. = - Ca~a Sin(e)

" - C Cos(e) (17)
36 aQaQ

2.5 SCEPTRE EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT

The circuit model equations developed in previous sections are now in a

form from which the equivalent circuit may be readily discerned. An equivalent

phase "a" circuit that is easily analyzed by the SEPTRE program is shown in

Figure 2. Equations for the other circuits of Figure 20 are developed in a

similar manner and equivalent circuits built for them. A program in SCEPTRE

can then be written. Such a program is listed in Appendix C.

10
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1131

101

* ~ 4 ddoata

gii

- AN+ CF, os(03 -21) * c~)

91

CQMqiq COS(@) do

61

5do

CIFHOIF ~ do

41

a~mic Sln(2S 4

211d
2C5 5L.Ib Sin(2s I

21

1112C&&LO Sin(20) do

[AaNF, Cos(@) +. La J

FIGURE 2. EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT FOR PHASE 'a" OF SYNCHRONOUS MlACHINE.



2.6 INCLUSION OF PRIME-MOVER AND EXCITATION CONTROL MODEL

While SCEPTRE was primarily developed to facilitate network analysis,

it can be used to analyse other dynamic systems. Particularly, it has the

ability to analyze systems for which transfer functions are available.

SCEPTRE requires that the transfer function be converted to state equations

and the state equations entered into the program. (The details of this

conversion procedure are given in the manual (Reference 2).) This capability

of SCEPTRE can be used to advantage in simulating the prime-mover charac-

teristics of the system. The prime-mover model is converted to a suitable

program and the output quantity of interest is the mechanical torque, Tm

quantity becomes an input for the synchronous machine model through Equation

(3), which is the equation for rotor angle acceleration.

Similarly, excitation control system models may be added to the machine
simulation. Excitation control is generally based on monitoring the terminal

voltage of the generator and changing the excitation field voltage in some

fashion as the response. The control system, modeled either as a transfer

function or an electronic network, is easily added to the present machine

model, since in the program both the terminal voltage and the excitation

voltage are accessible variables. The present work has not been concerned

with modeling either the prime-mover or the excitdtion voltage control

scheme, and the above observations are offered only to show how these models

can be incorporated in the present simulation.

12



SECTION III

THE TRANSFORMER MODEL

3.1 OBJECTIVE

In this section various problems and options are considered which will

determine the mathematical and computer program of a three phase-three leg

core transformer with wye-wye or delta-wye connections. The model is to

be adequate for handling unbalanced transient loads, start up transients

for the system, and include saturation conditions.

The first year's work on the transformer model has involved the trans-

former equivalent circuit, the magnetic core characteristics, relation of

circuit parameters to magnetic core characteristics and study of phenomena

that may be potential problems such as initial inrush of current and ferro-

resonance.

3.2 THE TRANSFORMER EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT

The equation defining the circuit relationship for each transformer

winding is:

dx
Vkj = Rkj ikj (18)

where

k = a, b, c for the three phases

j= 1, 2 for primary and secondary

Vkj = is the terminal voltage of the kj winding

ikj = is the current in the kj winding

Akj = the linkages of winding kj

The interrelationship of the currents and voltages depend on the network

connections. These relationships are automatically imposed by the SCEPTRE

modelling program.

The dx relates the electric network equations to the magnetic field

of the three phase-three leg core of the transformer.

13



In general the linkages of any winding are some non-linear functions of

all of the winding currents as in Equation (19)

Xki = Xkj(ial ' ia2 ' tbl ' 1b2 ' 1cl ' ic2)" (19)

Due to hysteresis effects, Equation (19) is not a single valued function

but the value for Aki depends not only on the particular state of the six

current variables but also on whether each of the six is increasing or

decreasing. A precise representation of a three phase - three leg core

transformer by Equation (19) would require an unreasonable amount of data
whether obtained by laboratory measurements or by calculations using

magnetic core data.

Subsequent paragraphs in this section discuss some assumptions commonly

made which reduce the amount of data required to model the magnetic charac-

teristics. Some of these approximations or assumptions leave one with a
reasonably accurate model because of conventional construction practices,

others represent a trade-off between the amount of data required and the

accuracy of the model.

The results of assuming a constant leakage inductance and constant

turns ratio between windings of the same phase are illustrated in the

development of Equation (20) through Equation (29).

Define mutual and leakage flux in phase "a" by Equations (20) and (21)

al = itl + #am (20)

4a2 = €'2 am (21)

similar expressions apply to the "b" and "c" phase windings.

In terms of linkages with an effective primary turns, N1 Equation (18)

can be rewritten for phase "a" primary and secondary

v R i + L di al +dA am (2

Val = Ral tal + tal a am (22)

v L di a2 N2 dx ama2 = Ra2 1a2 + Lta2 --d (23)
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if X am is understood to be in terms of primary turns. Thus in a

three phase transformer there are three linkage variables A am' Xbm and Xcm*

Further implied by the constant turns ratio of a given phase is that

there are three excitation variables instead of six.

Fa = Nai ial + Na2 
1a2 (24)

FB = Nbl ibl + Nb2 ib2 (25)

Fc = NO1 icl + Nc2 ic2  (26)

Thus one has the linkages as functions of three excitations

Xkm = Ikm(Fa, Fb I Fc) (27)

and the derivative term of Equation (22) becomes

dam ax am dFa + am dFb + am dFc
ddtt -b +  - (28)

Thus the complete three phase magnetic field to circuit relationship

can be expressed in matrix form

dxam am axam axam dFa

Fa 3Fb i Fc
dX bm a 3X bm aXbm dFb

cm cm cm @cm dFc

dt-j LFa 3Fb aFc J tJ

Equation (29) implies that nine magnetic characteristics are required.

However, each of these are families of hysteresis loops.

Note that each term in the square matrix applies to both primary and

secondary of the appropriate phase. Further, if constant leakage inductance

15



had not been assumed this matrix would be a 6 x 6 requiring 36 magnetic

characteristics. Otherwise the analysis would be the same.

3.3 THE MAGNETIC CORE DATA

The major tasks in applying the circuit equations (Equation 22), are

in obtaining the data required for the incremental inductances of Equation

(29), storing the large amount of data in the computer in an efficient manner

and developing the logic to access the data at the appropriate operating

point.

The type and amount of data are discussed briefly in Nakra and Barton

(Reference 10) for a somewhat simpler system. As a method of storing B-H

curve data, several mathematical forms have been used. Macfadyen et al
(Reference 13) discusses representation of magnetization curves by exponen-

tial series. Others use hyperbolic forms or polynomials. Manly (Reference 9)
compares several methods. Somewhat less accurate but more efficient is

the method given in the Air Force report AFAPL-TR-76-102 (Reference 14).

In terms of the B-H curve instead of the X-i curve the equations are

B = Bs(H+ KHc)/[Hc(Bs/Br - l) + IH + KHc -KBo  (30)

where

Bs  is the saturation value of flux density for the

major loop

Br is the residual value of flux density for the

major loop

H c is the coercive force for the major loop

K is + 1 to represent the lower and upper curves.

The B allcws representation of the minor loops (and hence the uppers
and downers) where the minor loops intersect at point (+ Hm , + B m) and B0

is given by

1 Bs(Hm +Hc) B s(Hm -Hc)Bo0 = 2 HcBc/Br - I) + JHm + Hc+ Hc(Bs/B r - I)+ IHm_ HcI (31)

Figure 3 snows curves computed by these formulas.
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Br/Bs = 0.78566

5kG/Div.

~0 50e/ Div.

FIGURE 3. CURVES COMPUTED BY EQUATION (30)
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Thus only data at several points on the major loops are required, the

Br , Bs and l1c values.

The B and H variables are common design variables but the A and i

variables are more common in measurements and are needed in network equa-

tions.

3.4 A SIMPLIFYING APPRUXIMATION

Lach entry in the incremental inductance matrix of Equation J29) re-
quires the identification of an operating point in terms of the net excita-

tion of the combined Fa Fb and Fc . For each pair of values for Fb and

Fc , Fa is varied over its range to determine a Xam major or minor hysteresis

loop. (For each incrementing of either Fb or Fc requires a new family of
hysteresis loops.) By using Equations (30) and (31), data for major loops
only are required. This still is a large amount of data to collect, store

and access.

A slightly different approach will allow some approximations which

will greatly reduce the amount of data required and make definition of the

operating point easier.

Returning to Equation (27) and (28) let us define a net excitation of

phase "a"

F = Fa + TabFb + TacFc (32)

then

am - am [da +T dFb T
a 1. - (33)

Equation (33) requires one incremental inductance term and one set of
hysteresis loops )am vs F' as shown in Figure 4. However, the apparent turns

ratios Tab and Tac will be variables depending on specific levels of Fa Fb

and Fc *

Now if one can neglect any change in shape of the Xam- F; curves for
differing levels of Fb and Fc , then Fb and Fc are accounted for by horizontal

shifts in the loops of Figure 4. At each point, the shift of the vertical

18



4 FIGURE 4. TYPE OF DATA NEEDED FOR ACCURATE MODELING OF THE CORE
I DATA FOR INCREMENTAL INDUCTANCE U? /aF'a a

Fa 'a + ab Fb +Tac Fc
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axis from the plot of xam as a function of Fa alone, gives a measure of Tab
and Tac. (A set of major loops varying Fa over the full range for the set

of conditions defined in Table 1 can be used with multiple regression to
define Tab(Fa , Fb , Fc) and T ac(Fa, Fb I Fc)

(Fad b wol ac aallF)
Thus one family of loops and equations for Tab and Tac would be all

the data required for phase "a" magnetic characteristics. Similar data and
representation would be required by phases "b" and "c" windings.

3.5 DETERMINING THE OPERATING POINT

In a computer program which performs a numerical integration to de-
termine the system transient solution, a subroutine is required to de-
termine the incremental inductance at each operating point. Ihis incre-
mental inductance is dependent on the state of each of the current variables

and further the incremental inductance is drpendent on whether each variable

is increasing or decreasing. The use of excitation defined by Equation (32)

and interpolation between curves such as those shown in Figure 4 would

determine an approximate incremental inductance.
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TABLE 1

REGRESSION DATA

Major "ma -Fa Loop For Each Case Above For Determining

T ab and Tac Regression Data

a; = Fa +ITab x 0+ Tac xO0 Over TheRangeof Fa
= F a + Tab x AF b + T ac X 0 , m

a ab b k b+ac xO

F; =F a+ Tabx 0+ Ta x AFC

= Fa + Tab x kAFb+ Tac X AFC

a; Fa +Tabx 0+ Tac x 2AFc

= Fa +Tab x Fb +Tac x 2AFC

= Fa +Tab xkAFb +Tac x 2AFc

F= Fa +Tab xkAFb +Tac x kAFc
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SECTION IV

THE AC RESONANT CHARGING CIRCUIT

4.1 OBJECTIVE

This part of the project was the development of the ac resonant charging

circuit model which is to be the load on the generator and transformer dis-

cussed in earlier sections. The characteristics of the series RLC resonant

charging circuit are well known (Reference 22) and the sequence of switching

events defined by prior knowledge of the particular application. The work

on this part of the project thus consists of: selection of an SCR model that

will adequately represent turn-on and turn-off characteristics at the power

level and with the resonating inductors of this particular application;

assure that the model works when using series and/or parallel connected

SCR's for higher power applications; convert the model to a form compatible

with the integrated system model.

The accomplishments reported here are the selection of the SCR model

with appropriate modifications for this application, testing of the model

using CAD program SPICE2,the conversion of a SPICE 2 SCR model to a

SCEPTRE model, and initial afforts of ac resonant charging using SCEPTRE.

4.2 SCR MODEL SELECTION

Five options were developed and considered as possible approaches to

the objective of the SCR model selection. 4 brief summary of each option

is as follows:

a. Develop a Model in House

This option was viewed as not well suited to the time frame of the

project. It would be used only in the event that no suitable existing

model could be found.

b. The Two Bipolar Junction Transistor (2-BJT) Model (Reference 23)

This model became the favored candidate because of the following. It

was a long established model with a great deal of available supporting litera-

ture. The model had been verified by University of California-Berkeley

(Reference 23) to adequately simulate the switching and operational
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characteristics of an SCR. A method for determining model parameters from

manufacturers specification sheet data had also been developed by University

of California-Berkeley. This model had already been demonstrated using

SPICE 2 and appeared readily adaptable to other advanced CAD programs such

as SCEPTRE (Reference 23).

c. The Basic Three Junction (Intrinsic) Model

The intrinsic SCR model is fundamentally similar to the 2-BJT Model.

No advantages over the 2-BJT Model were readily apparent. One disadvantage

was apparent. That being an increased difficulty to the operator for use

with SPICE 2.

d. Expanded Three Junction (J. Bowers) Model (References 24,30)

This model, developed by J. Bowers at the University of South Florida,

is a complex model which is an expandion of the basic 3-Junction Model

which again is fundamentally similar to the 2-BJT Model. J. Bower*s 4odel

was viewed as too complex for the application desired. In addition the

complete model parameters are very difficult to obtain. On the other hand,

this model could be simplified to more nearly resemble the Basic 3-Junction

Model. The University of California-Berkeley method of parameter determina-

tion could then possibly be extended to this model. This model has also

been extensively verified in performance using SCEPTRE. A difficulty was

apparent, however, in the case of adaptation for use with another CAD

program such as SPICE 2.

e. Georgia Tech Terminal Characteristics Model (Reference 25)

This option offered the possibility of a high power SCR model as called

for by the research project at hand. Unfortunately, development of the

model was only partially complete and therefore could not be fully evaluated.

To the extent that development had proceeded, it appeared that determination

of model parameters might be difficult.

There were several important considerations in selecting the model.

Among these are first, the ease of obtaining numerical values for model

component parameters from manufacturer's data or by measurement, second,

the integrity of the model as established by the literature or by test. The
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model must adequately represent features important in this particular applica-

tion. Third, in this project the compatability of the model with CAD programs

such as SPICE 2 and SEPTRE.

The 2-BJT model shown in Figure 5 was altered slightly and used in

this project.

Appendix E shows the development of the BJT as it evolved from the

Ebers-Moll model through the work of Ki (Reference 23) and Getreu (Reference 32)

Appendix E shows the development of the SCR model from the BJT, the determina-

tion of the element values required for SPICE 2 modeling of the SCR and the

determination of the element values required for the SCEPTRE modeling of the

SCR. The SCEPTRE values are obtained as conversions from the more familiar

SPICE 2 quantities.

4.3 SCR MODEL IN AC RESONANT CHARGING

The CAD program SCEPTRE is to be used in modeling the composite system

of the ac generator, transformer, and the load consisting of ac or dc

charging circuit. While it is recognized that SCEPTRE is generally slower

than SPICE 2, SPICE 2 does not have the capabilities required for modeling

the generator non-linear time varying parameters. However, SPICE 2 is faster

and more convenient to use in electronic circuits such as the ac resonant

charging circuit. In the following work the model development and testing

of the SCR in ac resonant charging is done using SPICE 2, with the conversion

to SCEPTRE format as a later task.

a. SPICE 2 Single Loop Analysis

A SPICE 2 program was written and ras for the circuit of Figure 6. The

results of the SCR ac resonant charging circuit single loop analysis revealed

an oscillation following commutation (Ref. to Fig. 7). The oscillation

appears to result from the non-linear resonant behavior of the junction
capacitances with the circuit inductance. This is supported by the fact

that removal of the inductor from the circuit resulted in normal commutation

with no oscillation after SCR cut-off. The oscillation may be suppressed by
addition of a snubber to the circuit (Ref. to Fig. 8); however, investiga-

tion of the fundamental nature of the oscillation is continuing.
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FIGURE 5. THE TWO BIPOLAR JUNCTION TRANSISTOR MODEL OF THE SCR.
A DISCUSSION OF THIS MODEL IS INCLUDED IN THE APPENDIX.
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b. SPICE 2 Two Loop Analysis

A second SCR and charging capacitor loop was added to the circuit as

shown in Figure 10. The associated SPICE 2 Input listing is shown in

Figure 11.

The two loop analysis revealed a problem with the second branch SCR

turning on prior to application of the gate 2 trigger signal. This early

firing of the second branch SCR was suspected to be related to the oscilla-

tion experienced following turn-off of the first branch. Accordingly, a

program was run in which all things were kept the same with the exception

that no gate1 pulse was applied to SCR1 . The circuit operated correctly

in that SCR2 did not turn-on until application of the gate2 signal. Snubber
circuits were then added in an effort to and suppress the early turn-on.

This effort has not yet been successful.

In summary, the efforts were inconclusive and effort is still under
way to solve problems incurred. The problems are that the circuit inductance

has a resonant interaction with a SCR junction capacitance which causes

unacceptable circuit oscillation following turn-off of the device. The

circuit oscillation then causes uncontrolled turn-on of other SCRs in the

circuit. Conventional snubber circuits have not prc.:en successful in

suppressing this problem.
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GE C602 L14 SCR - TWO kANLHe AC RES Lhit9Nk LKT - LESCREIL
INPUT LIbTING IEMPERATURE 27.000 OLG C

VS 1 0 SINtO 566 1K
IGI 7 5 PULSEtO 1.0 100115 0 0 SUSI
IGZ 8 10 PULSE (0 1.0 60OUS 0 0 5115
VLEROI 6 4 SINIO 0 0)
VLER02 13 12 SINIU V 0)
LGEN 1 2 0.1MH
LXFMR 2 3 O.ZM
RCKT 3 6 0.5
Uj 5 6 4 Q.MOU1 OFF

0657 QM4OD2 OFF
03 10 11 12 OMODI OFF
04 11 10 b QmUOZ OFF
RSIII1 5 7 9. 375
RShIT 10 8 9.375
C01 0 5OIUF
C02 0 13 5OUF
csl 9 a 10OUF
RS1 7 9 100.
DS1 9 7 DM001I
CSJ 13 14 1.OUF
RSZ 14 8100
DS2 14. 8 DM001
*MODEL DM001 V18V=27001
*MUDEL QMCDI PNI&-,5=,S1U~bR=O~ TF=17 BUStTR=1125USI
eMODEL QM0U2 NP,41b1-=9,IS=1.OL-bCJ=.0U0PML=0 .3)*
.TRAN 5115 100GUS
*PRINT IRAN I(VS) V(I) V(5,71 V(7,U) V(10,b) V(09131
.PLOT TRAN I(VS) Vil) v(597) V(790) VIIO,5) V10913)
*OPTIONS NCOMOV NUVAGt 1L3=25 ITL,=LCC 1L5=10000 LIMPIS=1O(00
eEND

FIGURE,11. SPICE 2 TWO LOOP AC RESONANT CHARGING SYSTEM INPUT DECK
FOR CIRCUIT SHOWN IN FIGURE 10.
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SECTION V

CHOICE OF VARIABLES

5.1 OBJECTIVE

When solving systems of equations using numerical methods and in par-

ticular when the equations are non-linear, the choice of system variables
may have significant effect on the computation time and on the reliability

of the results. In this section the nature of these effects are examined
even though the decision to use CAD programs such as SPICE 2 and SCEPTRE

may preclude such considerations.

5.2 CHOICE OF VARIABLES

Chua and Lin (Reference 11) have shown that the selection of a certain
set uf state variables depends on the nature of the nonlinear elements. For
a nonlinear capacitor characterized by a nonmonotonic voltage-controlled q-v
curve, for example, the capacitor voltage must be chosen as the state-
variable. Similary, inductor current must be chosen as the state variable
for a nonlinear inductor characterized by a nonmonotonic current-controlled
X-i curve. However, if the capacitor and inductor characteristic curves are
strictly monotonic, then either capacitor voltage or charge may be chosen as
the capacitor state variable, and for the inductor, the state variable may

be chose-, cs either inductor flux linkage or current.

However, it is shown (Reference 12) that it is advantageous to choose

capacitor charge and inductor flux linkage as the state variables when a
numerical integration algorithm is used because this particular choice of
state variables reduces the global error. Global error is the error accrued

over the finite time interval during which the numerical integration is

performed.

To see why this is so, consider a nonlinear system (Reference 12)

modeled by the equations

i= f(x, t) x(O) =o (34)

where the bar implies the use of vectors or matrices.
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To estimate the growth of errors over some time interval, say time t= 0

to t = tf when solving Equation (34) numerically, consider the differential

equation which results when the initial condition is perturbed so that

1(0) - _o + 6 (0) = x + 6 Then from Equation (34) the perturbed equa-

tions become

d
d (x(t) + Sx(t)) = f(x(t) + 8x(t), t (35)

d(O) =

Assuming {x(t) is small and expanding the right side of Equation (35)

by a Taylor series gives

d af
d (x(t) + x(t)) zf x) t) + _ 6x(t) (36)

6x(a)

Subtracting Equation (36) from Equation (34) gives

a f (-) 6x 6x(O) = a (37)

where the matrix (Bf/a6) as a time-varying Jacobian matrix Jx (t). Equation

(37) represents a linear time-varying system; thus no simple solution exists.

In the case where x and f are scalar quantities, the solution to Equation (37)

is
t
SJx (T)dT

6x(t) = 0 e0  (38)

Equation (38) indicates that whenever J (T) > 0 , the error (accumulated
AX

at time t in the exact solution to the scalar version of Equation (34), due

to an error 60 in the initial condition) actually decreases exponentially

with time. Since the concern is the accrued effects of errors made at all

time steps (and not just that due to an error in the initial condition),o~tf
proceed to determine the accrued error E , ie., the sum of errors from

time t = 0 to time t = tf. To this end it is assumed that the error per
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unit time (which is denoted by Ct) is constant. Then the error made in an

interval of time dt, is ct dtl . From Equation (38), the growth of error

for tI < t is given by

t
I J X(,r)dTtt t l

C = Ct dt1 e (39)

0o.tf

so that the accrued error E at time tf is the sum of the error originating

for all times tI < tf so that

/ f
o'tf tf $ jx T d

dtlE C t f edt (40)

To demonstrate error growth, Calahan (Reference 11) used the circuit of

Figure 12, where the nonlinear capacitance is strictly monotonic. If the

state equation is written in terms of the capacitor voltao we have

0 ev dv vVs(CT+C d eV Ut - - +  -- Is(e 1); x = 40 (41)

The Jacobian is given by

CO V(v ) + Is(eXV-l) (+ xIse 3
A d e 1 (42)

(CT + C e'V) (C +C0 e~v

where X 40.

During switching, when vs < 0 and v > 0, the first term shifts the

eigenvalue Jv toward the right half plane. Indeed if vs is made suffi-

ciently negative, the eigenvalue J V can be made as positive as desired.

Thus, during this time when JV is positive, truncation errors introduced by
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FIGURE 12. CALAHAN'S EXAMPLE CIRCUIT
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the integration formula used will be amplified according to Equation (40).

By choosing charge as the state variable, the resulting eigenvalue JF can

be shown to lie in the left half plane during switching, so that truncation

errors will decay according to Equation (40). Finally, it should be noted

that in the case of linear capacitors or inductors, either q or v for a

capacitor, or X or i for an inductor may be chosen as the state variable

(Reference 11).

5.3 SCEPTRE VARIABLES

In Section VII the decision to use the CAD system called SCEPTRE is dis-

cussed. Whether SCEPTRE or the other system considered SPICE 2, is used,

the system variables are capacitor voltages, inductor currents or other

variables determined by the CAD system. Thus, the decision to use a CAD

system represents a trade-off between ease of system formulation and some

control of integration error by judicious choice of system variables.

The state-variables used in SCEPTRE are capacitor voltage and inductor
current. Both nonlinear capacitors and nonlinear inductors are present in

the integrated system. The nonlinear inductors arise naturally in the

generator and transformer models, the nonlinear capacitors in the SCR model.

Further, the nonlinear capacitors in the SCR model are strictly monotonic

so that computationally the choice of capacitor voltage as the state variable

is desirable. Also, the nonlinear inductors in the transformer and generator

model are strictly monotomic so that inductor flux linkages are the prefered

state variables.

While it has been rigourously proven that for nonlinear dynamic networks

containing passive elements and independent sources it is desirable to choose

capacitor charges and inductor flux linkages as state variables, no one has

been yet able to prove that the same criterion applies for networks contain-

ing active elements and controlled sources, although it would seem to apply

(Reference 11). In a system as complex as the one in this project it is not

clear what the trade-off may have cost in terms of integration error.
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SECTION VI

NUMERICAL METHODS FOR STIFF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

6.1 INTRODUCTION

In this section suitable numerical methods for solving stiff differen-

tial equations are investigated. Stiff means that the magnitude of the

largest eigenvalue to the smallest eigenvalue of the system differs by many

orders of magnitude. Most standard methods, such as the Runga Kutta method,

or the forward Euler method, are not well suited for solving stiff differen-

tial equations (Reference 15). This is because the step size in the forward

Euler method, for example, is determined by the smallest time constant, but

the number of iterations required to reach the steady state is determined

by the largest time constant. Thus, if the time constants are widely sepa-

rated a small step size would necessarily be employed and a great deal of

computer time would be spent on determining the steady-state solution

(Reference 16).

6.2 INTEGRATION METHODS

It has been shown (Reference 16) that the widely separated time constant

problem can be eased by using implicit integration algorithms, such as the

backward Euler and trapezoidal algorithms. Typically, the use of the

trapezoidal algorithm is avoided because of the "ringing behavior" it ex-

hibits when implemented with a large step size. This is undesirable since

it may erroneously lead the designer to conclude the solution to the system

is oscillatory (Reference 16).

Gear (Reference 17) has proposed a family of methods of order p+ 1 which

have been shown to be extremely useful for solving stiff differential equa-

tions. These methods are based on the implicit formula

p
Yn+l ' E Ciyn-1 + djn+1i=O

For p = 0 the backward Euler method is obtained. The Gear methods posses

the property that Re{hX} < - a for some small positive a; that is, the
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method is stable where stability is the prime consideration. In addition,

when Re(hx} > a they are accurate (Reference 17, 18). In general there is

a tradeoff between accuracy and stability for any numerical integration

method. Choosing a high-order Gear method, for example, increases the

accuracy (le, reduces truncation error) at the expense of decreasing the

stability (Reference 17). The maximum order must be limited to p+ 1= 5

because of stability considerations (Reference 17).

Gear's methods can be implemented in a fixed or variable step size

mode, or in a variable step size and variable-order mode. While the latter

is difficult to implement there are several reasons why it is well worth

the effort. First of all, since the computation is started with a low-

order rule and small step size the method is self-starting. The order and

the step size are adaptive in the sense that they are modified at each time

step so that the optimal order and step size are chosen, subject to certain

constraints. This leads to a very efficient and accurate solution over the

integration interval of interest. At the present time, stability theory in

variable step size, variable-order methods is not fully comprehended so

that decisions for determining step size are based on experimental evidence

(Reference 18).

Another advantage of using Gear's method is that it has an outstanding
error control feature (Reference 19). Calahan was the first to discuss how

to implement Gear's method in a nodal-based analysis program (Reference 20).

Gear's method is a vast improvement over previous techniques because

it is not troubled by the minimum time constant problem. However, if step

size is changed very rapidly, Gear's method could become numerically un-

stable. To overcome this deficiency in Gear's method, Brayton, Gustafson

and Hachtel (Reference 21) have proposed yet another method which is less

likely to become unstable when the step-size changes rapidly, as demonstrated

by numerical experiments. In the case where the step size is fixed, the

method of Brayton et al. can be shown to be equivalent to Gear's method

Reference 21).
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6.3 INTEGRATION METHODS OF SCEPTRE

SCEPTRE offers several options for integration methods including Gear's

(Reference 17) method in variable step size. SCEPTRE should be appropriate

for this project. The generator, transformer and SCR models in a composite

system with its stiff differential equations require the implicit integra-

tion capability. The program also allows specification of maximum and mini-

mum step size and error limits can be specified control the variable step

size feature.

However, even though implicit integration allows larger step size than

non-implicit methods there is no doubt that a step size appropriate for the

short time constants of the SCR model will still require long computer

times for the representation of the periodic swings of the electromechanical

equations of the generator.
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SECTION VII

SYSTEM INTEGRATION

The system integration parts of this project did not have any specific

effort scheduled for the period of this report. However, in making the

decision to use SCEPTRE as a modeling and simulation program, system in-

tegration became involved.

The original plan was to model the system by components and form the

system by integrating the components. This is in contrast to modeling the

system by elements (R, L, C and sources) and integration of the system with

network equation formulation.

As work began in the study of methods for solving "stiff" differential

equations several problems became apparent. First, small step sizes and
long computation times would be required to account for the effects of both

long and short time constants. Secondly, while implicit integration methods

for "stiff" differential equations allow larger step sizes, iteration is

required for convergence to a solution at each step. Finally, any further

iterations that may be required to find the equilibrium point for the com-

ponent interface variables make the component approach less attractive.

Three alternatives were considered.

1. write a network sulving program

2. use CAD program SPICE 2

3. use CAD program SCEPTRE

The first alternative has the advantages of a much simpler and smaller

program than SPICE 2 or SCEPTRE biice they were written to do much more than

a simple transient network analysis. Also, system variables could be used

which would enhance the accuracy of the nonlinear systems. (Note Section V)

SPICE 2 and SCEPTRE normally use voltage and current as variables.

The disadvantage is an unpredictable amount of time in writing and

debugging such a program.

While SPICE 2 is well recognized as a good computer aided design program

for electronic components, it has limited capability in representing nonlinear
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time varying coefficients such as the inductance of the generator model.

SCEPTRE allows definition of such elements through functions and FORTRAN

function subprograms.

SPICE 2 has the capability of defining dependent sources as polynomial

functions of current variables, thus, some nonlinerities can be represented.

Possibly the time varying nonlinear generator inductances could be represented

in SPICE 2 but SCEPTRE is preferred since such manipulation is not required.

Both SPICE 2 and SCEPTRE have implicit integration options for "'stiff"

differential equations. Both have variable step size with some external

control through error limit specifications. Also, both have the capability

of storing electronic component models.

In SPICE 2 the system elements are supplied to the program and the

programs integrates the elements into a system using a nodal formulation.

In SCEPTRE the system elements are supplied to the program in much the same

format as for the SPICE 2 program. SCEPTRE then integrates the elements

into a system by formulating state equations. It is well known that the

nodal formulation is generally more efficient.

The overriding features that resulted in the selection of SCEPTRE

over SPICE 2 was the limited capability of SPICE 2 in representing nonlinear

elements. Both generator and transformer model components not only have

nonlinear elements but these elements are subject to saturation effects.

SCEPTRE's ability to define elements in more general terms and to use

FORTRAN function subprograms for further flexibility were necessary in the

generator and transformer model.
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SECTION VIII

GENERATOR MODEL RESULTS

8.1 INTRODUCTION

The results illustrated in this section represent the culmination of

many experimental computer solutions. At each step in the development of

the generator model two types of runs were made. First, runs were made to

determine appropriate initial conditions so that subsequent runs would

display results due to faults and not due to mismatch of initial conditions.

These initial conditions are not obvious in nonlinear systems. Secondly,

runs were made under severe fault cu,-.itions to assure that the model would

properly represent severe transients expected in later simulations.

The steps in developing the model included: allow the speed to vary;

add torque equations; formulate linear model; account for saturation in

terms of Equation (13).

In accounting for saturation for the first step the Aa and similar

terms were taken as zero and the C aa and similar terms were taken as unity.

This gives a run for the unsaturated linear model.

The next run was made where the A and similar terms were taken asa
zero but the Caa and similar terms were computed as described in Appendix 6.

This gives a run including the change of the inductance due to saturation.

The final run includes the variation of the Aa and similar terms. This

will include the effect of the rate of change of inductance with current.

These terms are many and complex and a successful run has not been completed.

8.2 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Figure 13 and 14 show Caa and CFF curves as examples of the saturation

coefficients used in the example of the subsequent figures. Data for the

other saturation coefficients are included in Appendix C.

Figures 15 through 19 show some systems variables for the conditions:

1. one cycle of steady state operation
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I
2. a symmetric three phase short circuit is applied

at the stator terminals for one cycle

3. the short is removed and system load is restored.

The above sequence has no significance except that it represent a

severe transient under load and the model responds as expected in all

circuits.

Figure 15 shows phase "a" current.

Figure 16 shows the main field current.

Figure 17 shows the direct axis damper circuit current.

Figure 18 shows the quadrature axis damper circuit current.

Figure 19 shows the rotor speed.
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2. Implement the specific AC charging configuration to be used in

comparing modeling and simulation results with Air Force hardware test

results. It is expected that this will involve series and parallel combina-

tions of SCR's to accomodate the required voltage and current volves.

Before the Phase III simulations can be carried out the specific devices,

the number in series and the number in parallel and the exact charging circuit

voltages, currents and configuration must be supplied by the Air Force.

The conversion of SPICE 2 models to SCEPTRE models can be construed

to be part of Phase II task 3, System Integration.
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APPENDIX A

THE GENERATOR MODEL

The purpose of this appendix is to establish the notation and address

the approximations and assumptions in the generator model.

A.l EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT EQUATIONS

Figure 20 shows the three phase generator equivalent circuit. The

vector circuit equations are

V = RI + -X (43)
where d

V = Ia, Vbs vc V , V D 9 VQ]T  (44)

I = [ia' ib , i , F i D, Q]T  (45)

= [ sa, X c Fs D F D Q T (46)

ra

rb

R r (47)
rF

rD

rQ

and

va , vb , vc are the stator phase terminal voltages

vF is the rotor field terminal voltage

VD and VQ are the damper winding terminal voltages

ia llb i c are the stator phase currents

iF is the rotor field current

i. and iQ are the direct and quadrature damper field currents

Xa A b Xc' XF' D1 XQ are the circuit flux linkages with the subscrits

referring to the same circuits as for V and I.
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FIGURE 20. IDEALIZED CIRCUIT MODEL OF A THREE-PHASE GENERATOR
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In terms of inductances Equation (43) can be written

dV = RI + t (LI) (48)

with the flux linkages defined by

Xa Laa Lab Lac LaF LaD LaQ ia

Xb Lba Lbb Lbc LbF LbD LbQ ib

Xc Lca Lcb Lcc LcF LcD LcQ ic

XF LFa LFb LFc LFF LFD LFQ iF (49)

D LDa LDb LDc LDF LDD LDQ iD

L Q. -Qa LQb LQc LQF LQD LQQ_ iQ

Some approximations and assumptions are implied in the choice of the

inductance terms used. These involve the space distribution of the air gap

flux and the resulting variation of inductance with rotor position. The

inductances are given by the following:

Laa = Ls+ Lm Cos(2e)

Lbb= L + L Cos 2 (8 - 2)

Lcc = Ls + Lm Cos 2(O + 2-T)

Lab =-M s  Lm Cos 2(e + ) La

Lbc = - s -L Cos 2(e - ) =

Lca -M s - Lm CosS2(+ ) =Lca
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LaF = MF Cos(e) L LFa

2w
;bF MF Cos (e - = LFb

LcF M F Cos (e + 2 =Fc

LaD M D Cos(e) = Da

LbD MD Cos (e - Y) = LDb

LcD MD Cos (e +-2- = LDc

L = MQ Sin(e) =LQa

LbQ MQ Sin (0 - 2w) = L

LcQ= MQ Sin (e +-;-) = LQc

LFF LF

LDD L D

LQQ L Q

LFD = MR LDF

L FQ = 0 = L QF

DQ 0  = QD

Figure 21 defines the rotor angle, 6 used in the inductance expressions
e(t) = Wt (51)

A.2 SATURATION EFFECTS

References 3, 5, 6 show curves of the inductance variation with rotor

position, e, similar to the curves of Figure 22. Kimbark (Reference 5) and
Anderson (Reference 6) use the same equation form as used here in Equa-

tion (50). Smith (Reference 3) uses an Laa of the form

Laa = Ls + Lm2 Cos(2e) + Cm4 Cos(4e) (52)
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the fourth harmonic being due to a third harmonic in the space distrubution

of the air gap flux. Smith further states that this fourth harmonic is the

highest significant harmonic observed over many tests.

The simpler model of Equations (50) was used here for various reasons.

First, the inductance model of Equations (50) is a generally accepted model
and it is simpler than Smith (Reference 4). This becomes significant when

the non-linear terms of are expanded.

Secondly, it is clear that the third harmonic in the flux space

distribution is evidence of the peaks of the wave being flattened. This

effect is due to saturation effects or is at least analogous to sturation

effects and saturation effects in our model are being accounted for by

direct measurements.

In this work saturation is taken into account by assuming the shape
of the curve of inductance variation with e will not change but the in-
ductance coefficients in the equation change. For example the saturated

Laa becomes Laas

L aas =Caa Laa -

=Caa Ls + Caa Lm Cos(2e) (53)

Where the Caa is obtained from a measured curve showing the variation
of Laa as a function of a net excitation, ix , of the magnetic circuit.

It is clear that more saturation gives a larger third harmonic in the
flux space distribution and hence also changes the shape of the induc-

tance curves of Figure 22. According to Smith (Reference 4) this changes

the relative amplitude of the fourth harmonic compared to the second.

Smith computes his saturated Laas as follows.

aas si KK Ld Ca+

L =1 + K + d Caa L Cos(2e) + K 7 -- --+ Cos(4e) (54)

where
Ld is the direct axis inductance

Lq is the quadrature axis inductance
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K is the decimal fraction of third harmonic to fundamental flux

L Ld Caa + Lq
sl= 2

The Equation (54) formula assumes saturation effects on the direct axis

and no saturative effects on the quadrature axis which seems reasonable for

a salient pole machine. Smith does not refer to the fact that K is a func-

tion of saturation.

While the Smith formulation Equation (54) does address the fact that

saturation would affect the shape of the Laa(e) curve it is quite complex

and it is not clear that it would give better results that Equation (53)

with measured Caa since it does include several assumptions and approxima-

tions.

This is an area that may be worthy of further investigation if the com-

puter simulation results do not match observations adequately.

A.3 THE TORQUE EQUATION

The equation relating electrical circuit quantities to mechanical rota-

tion quantities is

dte = [Tm -Te B dt (55)

dt2  J

where
J is the polar moment of inertia of the rotating parts

B represents rotational losses and may include viscous

damping and possibly core losses related to rotational

speed.

Tm is the mechanical torque input at the shaft

Te  is the so called electric torque developed.

The electrical torque developed is given by the expression

T = I [I]T[I ][3 (56)

The circuit model and Equations (55) and (56) do not include any eddy

current or hysteresis loss effects.
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These losses are sometimes considered as rotational losses and the B

in Equation (55) is adjusted to include them. It is quite common to neg-

lect both the core losses and the viscuous damping and omit the B term.
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APPENDIX B

SATURATED GENERATOR MODEL

B.l SATURATED GENERATOR EQUATIONS

Section II of this report discusses the effects of saturation on the

network model. Equations (12) and (13) illustrate the phase "a" equation

development. This section shows more detail in the phase "a" equation

and also lists the equations for the other phases.

This development is based on the expansion of Equation (43) and (48) of

Appendix A. From these we write

dx (LI) (57)

or

dx LI + dL (58)

The expansion of the matrix products gives as the first row of Equation (58)

dAa = dia + dib + dLic + diD
-T- Laa dt + ab -dT L3c dt LaF -at-

diQ dLaa dLab . dLac dLaF.

aQ -dt dt a +  dT b + - t-  c +  T iF

dLaD i dd-D aQ (59)
+dt D dt Q

Saturation effects on the first six terms on the right hand side of

Equation (59) are as shown in Appendix A Equation (53).
dLaa

The development of the one derivative term - is shown in Equation (12)

The complete set of terms for a is now listed

dXa a, aal aa+ Nw 'a]a[Na ]; [ ,IY cos(e - 'a x at]
--d = Fa cos(') 'a x + Fa - ) 'a

21r] ' al 1 a i D
[ cos(e+-) a lic + - J iF I Ni Laa  t
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aN i1 a sin(e)+ 'b Sin(e - 2w) + IC Sin(e + 21r

L X C L Si 6 a
1a Caa m S an

+ [Na aixb "a + (e --~) i O(~ 3 a 2w 1b aLab 1aib,
aTab at [ 1atF

La LOO aF I xiI

+ ab 2w 2w La~b3 Lb i

-[NFa a1 bi Sin (e)+ 'b Sin(e 2ws-) + IC Sin(B +2

+ 2C L Sin(20 -2%)1 38b3' at

Co~ c'ac] ala + 21v aLac]i 3jb
[NFa aOS(x)jc-if-tIN*Fa Cos(8 -T Y)c ai.x at

+ 21 131 aLac 1' +l aLac l 3 10

F[aFCoso+ IC) a ci icj F[FD C TJat

- N a IC 3L ac Sin (e) + 1b Sin~e - 2w)f + IC Sin(e + 2wff

2w) 1 3
+1i c 2C a L m Sin(2e-w) yI

r a~i la [2n . 'LaFl a1b
[ Na Cos(e)i F ] 1Naau(T t

Fa F a i [ L1 3 F [ .-iax F a 1F at4 N~1---I

X J LffJ X

~~F(i sin(e)+ 1b Sin(e - 2w) +2wSn~
[Fa 1F -s--.- a b~ 3i~ +

+ 'F CMF Sin() Be
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r a1aDl a31 raD 1 ale,
+ [N aos 2[3

NFa i D (i4 [Fa( s 0 T at

[N i1aD aD +a S2n aiD c +LaD1 a D

+ NFa Cos(a) +x- aa FD CD sii a t

FL 3 aD 2 2w

LaSin ()+ Sin(e - _2,,) + I Sin(e +

+. CM Si e ae
D aD aD in

[F nt'. 0 JQ -at NFa Cos(e ) at

+[NF~s+I 3] a.Qaa] D.Q] 31

+ FLa (Cs + L1 -a Q La c + 9La Q+ aD -i + a N60[N 3 N a i Sin(e)+ i Sin(-e -) + ic Sin(e + ,2w

lQ CaQ aQ at~)]~~

i La diLb~+ dic di F + dD d
+ La R-+ ab-aF Lact + aF _F + aD t aQ ; I (60)

To make the expression appear less formidable the following terms are defined,

A1 a a a1 a b a1 a c a1 a F + 3 L a D + b+ c+ FD+ Q 61 )
=+1-;-i -x T+1 Dix---+ -- +ix

B a =Na ia Sin(e)+ ib Sin(e - 2'+ IC Sin~e +-] , (62)

and C a= 2 Caam [ia Sin(2e)+ ib Sin(20 -w) + i Sin(e + 27rL)] (63)
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The voltage generated in phase "a" can now be written more compactly as

r~ idi a
=[A 8aN~a Cos(e)+ Caa (Ls + Lm Cos (2e))]J-a-

a [NFa Cos(e T 3-) + Caa (-Ms T -am

[A aNa Cos(e -a-) +Caa(-M + Lm Cos(2 at-

[Aa + C~a 1 o~)]d' [A N +CaDM Csodi D
CM Cos e) dt - a FD + D aD Cos(O

di
-CaQMaQ Si~)

-[Ba Aa + C a + ( F CaFMaF + i D CaDMad Sin(e) - iC M Cos(e) do (64)

For the other generator circuits the results are now listed

-t [Ab~ Cos(e)- CaaMs + Caam Cos(2e ]d

+rA 2ffL + L os2 2w 1 di b
LbNFa Cos(e +-- +Caas Caam Cos(2 + -

+ AN Cos'e + 2ff H C L Cos( 1 di
LbNFa ' 3-)-C aas -aa m 20 -d F

+Ab + CaFMaF Cos(e L31] ~

+[AN +Cse 2l di D
LbFD +CaDMaD oe-LP d

aQ aQ Sin e3)j I ?

LAbB + 2Cb CaaLm + (C aFMaF iF + CaDMaD iD)) Sin(e -y

-C M i Coe T- (65)aQ aQ Q tse~~ -(5
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where

ALba aLbb _ Lbc LbF aLbD aLbQA i + ib-5 i + i+ - i + i+ (66)

Cb ; ia Sin(2e - -- ) + b sin(2e + 2w) + i Sin(2o) (67)

S[AcNF Cos(e)- CaaMs + CaaLm Cos(2o + 120) d -

+ [AcNF Cos(O - 120) - Caas + CaaLm Cos(20)]

+ AcN Cos(O + 120) - CaaLs + CaL Cos(2- 120) di

diF
+ [Ac + CaFMaF Cos(e + 120)]

+ AcNFD + CaDMaD Cos(e + 120)]

+ CQMQ + Sin(e + 120) di

-[ AcB + 2 CcCaaLm + (CaFMaF iF + CaDMaDiD)Sin(e + 120)

-MaQ iQ Cos(e + 120) (68)

3Lc a L a L aL 3L ~ (69
;)ca ;)cb l)cc I)cF BcD Q6)L

Where Ac = i b F +++ i D + LQ - 9
a x bflx c EX- F Tx D x 3 x

cc = ia Sin(2e + 120) + ib Sin(2e)+ ic Sin (2e - 120) (70)

dXCF [A N)) la
-&F -- Fa Cos (e)+ CaFMaF Cos (0)]

+ AFNF Cos(e - 120) + CaFMaF Cos(e - 120) b[AF Faa Fa
- -- - m ill7



+ [AFNFa Cos(e + 120) + CaFMaF Cos(o + 120) jj
aiat

+ [AF + CFFLF]-t

+ [AFNFD + CFDMR] a D

S[BAF -CFCaFMaF a (71)

aLa aLFb 3L L L
where AF F a T b +c + i F  + iD F (72)

CF = a Sin(e)+ ib Sin(e -120) + ic Sin(e + + 120) (73)

dX D [)dia
[AD Cos 0 + Cm Cs

dt = NFa C aDMaD Cos(e] -

+ AD NFa Cos(o - 120) + CaDMaD Cos(I - 120)

+ [AD NFa Cos(e + 120) + CaDMaD Cos(e + 120)] d

+ [AD + CFDMR] dlF

+ [NFDAD + CDDLD dt

- [BAD +CaDMaDCD] d  (74)

aL Da aLDb aLDc aLDF LDD
where AD = 'a -T- + i b  -T + I c -T + i F  + i D ! -D (75)

Ix -ax 37x x ax

CD = Ia Sin (e)+ ib Sin(e - 120) + Ic Sin(e + 120) (76)
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-ii. L[oQ aQSin(o ]j
dX c Sin(8 i a b

+ CaQPaQ Sn o - 12

+ [CaQMaQ SantO + 120)) 31C

+ [LQ] 31

+ [C MaQ a(7

where CQ = ia Cos(0)+ ib cos(e - 120) + i c cos(e + 120) (78)
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APPENDIX C

GENERATOR DATA USED

Considerable difficulty was encountered in obtaining data for machine

model. Data were needed to test the model performance. Some data were

supplied by the Air Force through technical publications AFAPL-TR-75-87 and

AFAPL-TR-77-31. In both publications the data were incomplete even for a

fairly standard model. In one of the publications the data purported to

have been used was inconsistant in the sense that it gave mutual inductance

with coefficients of coupling that were greater than unity. This problem

was identified after spending considerable time and effort and having several

unsuccessful computer runs. Further, neither of the above reports contained

any useful saturation data. The needed data is not available currently.

C.1 UNSATURATED GENERATOR DATA

In order to have data for a real machine and move forward with the simu-

lation, data were taken for a machine from Reference 6. No usable satura-

tion data were available from this reference. Saturation conditions were

simulated using trend curves from Reference 3.

The machine data used are listed below. These are unsaturated values.

Balanced three phase 60 Hz Generator

Ls = 4.152 mH

Lm = 0.074 mH

LF = 2.189 H

LD = 5.989 mH

LQ = 1.423 mH

M = 2.076 mH

MF = 89.006 mH
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MD = 4.721 mH

MQ = 2.269 mH

MR = 0.108994 H

Rated Power 160 MVA

Rated Voltage 15 KV (line to line)

Inertia Constant H = 2.37 sec.

Ra = 0.001542

RF = 0.371

RD = 0.018421

RQ = 0.018969 a

rated field excitation voltage = 375 volts

C.2 SATURATION DATA

The additional data required for the model are saturation data. It will

be necessary to measure or determine in some other manner this saturation

data for the specific machine being modeled. Measurement methods are dis-

cussed briefly in subsequent paragraphs.

For the purpose of obtaining numbers for the machine model used to test

the computer model, curve data.were used from Smith and Snider (Reference 3,4).

These curves were normalized and applied to the above machine data. The

premise in measurement of this saturation data is that saturation is dependent

on some net equivalent field excitation

ix iF + NFD ID + NFa [ia Cos(B) + ib Cos(e - ?-)

+ I Cos(8 + (79)
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The excitation level can be obtained by varying only iF. The incremental

inductances are obtained by perturbing the various other currents, say Aiat

for incremental Laa. Integrated incremental inductances give saturated

inductances. Thus a plot of Laa versus iF with e = 0 gives appropriate

saturation data for the "a" phase self inductance. Data for the plot of Laa

vs iF is normalized and put into an algebraic equation form using a least

square regression analysis. The following form is obtained from the Laa

versus i F data

.2 + a i3  (80)Caa = a10 + a11 ix a 2 ix 13  x

Saturation data must be determined for Laa LaF, LDD, LaD, LFD. From

these the regression coefficients for the C's are found: Caa, CFF, LDD,

CaF, CAD, CaQ, CFD *

Table 2 lists the coefficients used in the simulation. These were

obtained by reading data from curves given by Smith and Snider (Reference 3)

and are not necessarily correct or typical for the machine used here. The

ballistic method described in Snider and Smith (Reference 3,4) permits the

measurement of saturated incremental inductances. These are integrated into

the saturated inductance curves.

C.3 MEASUREMENT OF THE UNSATURATED INDUCTANCES

1. Ls and Lm

With the rotor locked into position (e = 0*), measure the induc-

tance of phase A of the stator. The measured inductance is Ls + Lm . Rotate

the rotor and lock into position (e = 450). Measure the inductance of phase A

of the stator. The measured inductance is Ls

Rotate the rotor and lock into position (a = 900). Measure the

inductance of phase A of the stator. The measured value is Ls - Lm

Compare all measured values.
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TABLE 2. SATURATION COEFFICIENTS

ajo aj1  aJ2 aJ3

aa 0.98367 -2.9246 x 105  -1.0771 x 10 7  2.0394 x 10 11

FF 1.0088 -2.9867 x 10-5  -1 .0519 x 107  1.8699 x 10-11

DD 0.97827 -2.1569 x 10-5  -7.9586 x 10-8  1.5930 x 10 11

AF 1.0000 -6.9202 x 10-5  -8.4819 x 10-8  1.6303 x 10-11

AD 0.9886 -8.0120 x 10-5  -6.1443 x 108  1.2983 x 10-11

AQ 0.99419 -2.6322 x 105  -5.5511 x10-8  1.0182 x 10-11

DF 1.0007 -6.9355 x 10-5  -6.6663 x 10-8  1.3054 x 1011

.2 + i3

Cxx =ajo + a ix + aj2 x j3 x

13



2. Ls and Ms

With the rotor locked into position (e = 1050), connect a sinu-

soidal voltage source between phase A and neutral of the stator. Measure

the RMS current flow in phase A. Measure the resultant RMS voltage induced

between phase B and neutral. The mutual inductance between phase A and

Phase B is computed as

Vb-N(RMS)
-Ms = WI a(RMS )

where w is the radian frequency of the phase A current. The quantity Ms

whould be positive and should be smaller than Ls .

With the rotor locked into position (e = 600), measure Vb-N and Ia as

before. The result yields Lm - Ms . With the rotor locked into position

(0 = 150), measure VbN and Ia as before. Calculation results in A - Lm-

Compare values of Ms .

3. LF

Measure the field coil inductance directly.

4. MaF

With the rotor locked into position (e = 0°), connect a sinusoidal

voltage source between the field terminal connections. Measure the RMS

current flow in the field coil. Measure the RMS voltage induced between

phase A and neutral of the stator. Calculate MaF.

VaN ( RMS )

MaF = wIF(RMS)

5. LD, MR9 RF, RD

As measured from the field coil terminals,

VF(RMS)
ZF I F(RMS)= R + JwL
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W2M2F

OFZF RF + JwLF + R0*J L0

R + 2D O ' -  2 22

(F R +M? R + ( W L2

= RF + Re + J(L F + Le)

Measure the field coil resistance directly.

Re = R - RF

Le = L - LF

Assume a value of damper resistance RD

R2 R(R 2 + W2 L 2
DF A D

LeRD
D= -f

e
Note that MR and MFD are the same parameter.

6. M L, RA

As measured from phase A terminals,
2 2

Va(RMS) W MaQ
Z a = R )= R + JwL , Za =Ra + JwLa + RQ+ JwLQ

All measurements are taken with the rotor locked into position (e = 900)

w2R M2  W 3M2 L

z R + Q a\- - Ia'

= Ra + Re + Jw(La + Le)

Measure the phase A resistance directly.

Re = R - Ra

Le = L - La
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Assume a value of quadrature damper resistance RQ

L LeRLQ = R e 2

S e(R2 + A2)

aQ - 2R2
WQ

7. MaD

With the rotor locked into position (e = 00) and the field coil open,

V (R4S)Va(
Za =I a ( ) = R + JwL

a
w22

Za =Ra + JLa + aD
RD + JwLD

A MR12  1w M2 LR + D aD j MaDLD
Za a +R2 + 2"2 - R2 + 2L'

Ra + R + Jw(L + L)a e a e

Re = R - Ra

Re = L - La

LeRD
LD R- (compare values)

e

2 Re(RD + 2 L
aD 2iA2

D
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APPENDIX D

THE SCEPTRE GENERATOR PROGRAM

D.1 INTRODUCTION

The following pages contain the listing of the SCEPTRE program for the

generator model. The program is an implementation of the equations of

Appendix B. The circuit diagram of phase "a" is shown in Figure 1.

It should be emphasized that this is a working program and not a

finished product. Somewhat more efficient use of defined parameters will

be necessary in a final program. Also, the particular outputs used are

for program analysis purposes and not necessarily important in system

simulation.

The first four pages contain the circuit model and the run controls.

The last two pages contain FORTRAN subroutines used to compute the torque

relationships and the nonlinear saturation effects.
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D.2 Circuit Model

CIR~CUIT DESCRIPTION

ELF4ENTS

1R1 1- -=PP1
PAL31-3= EUTO (1,LIfqP.CA
PR2.1 2-L2-QATOT -1.L,2PCA

RF.41-11=PRF
D.52-12= PRD

RQ,6-13=PRQ
El?. 13-3=EQUATION 3 (IL2.#PLM.,PM2P3,PCA.A)
R3.312-41= =EQUJATION 3 (L3.,PL.P2 P3, PCAA)
R11,11-21=EQUATION 4 (IL4.,PLMF,0. LDLPCAA)

E15.521-1=EQUATION 3 (IL22PAO.oDC~p3PCAA)
E16.61-1=EQUATION 5 (IL63,,PM,!. O.-1.DO.CA

Elh. 71-91=EQUATION 11 (PC)FAA.PNFADL2F42P3)
E19#91-101 =EQUATIONg 11 (PCC-rFAAPFADL33,P2P3)
E101,1O1-111EQUATION 12 (-1 .GDCiPC:)FAA.1.nDr,.DL44)
E11l,111-121=EQUATION 12 (-1.(,D(jPC)Ff APNFDDL55)
F121.121-131=EGUATION 12 (1.j.PCFAAPC0F8ArPS)
E21,2?-32=EQUATION 3 (IL 11,PLMP42P3,PCAA)
F23,32-42EQUATION 3 (IL33,PL.rJ.2 'D).PCAA)
E24.-,-52EQUATION 4 (IL44,PPP.AFP42P3,PCPF)
E25, 52-62=EQUATION 4 (IL 55,vP?'ADpP412P3,PCAD)
E?6,62-72FQUATION 5 (TL66pPMAoPM2P3,-1 IPO'f,PCAQ)
E28B.72-92=EQUATION 11 (PC)FAFPfNFA.DL11,.0D)
E29.,92-1L,2=EQUATION' 11 (PC 'F AE;,PNFADL33,P2P3)
E10ol.C,2-112=EUATION 12 (-1. Do.PC3FAP,1.0D!-,DL44)
E112,112-122=EGUATION 12 (-1., 2DJPC3FAB. P'F.FD,DL55)
k122.022-132=EQUATIo,, 12 (1. 'DV,PCCFAIF,PC0FBA,PS)
E31.,23-33=EQUATION 3 (ILl1,rPL~m,Pr3,PCAA)
E32,33-43EGUATION 3 (IL22,PLh,.:D0.PCAA)
E34.43-53EQUATION 4 (IL44,P?,AF,P2V-3,PCAF)
E35. 53-63=EQUATION 4 (IL 55,PFVADP2P3,PCAD)

E6677=QIIN5(1L66,PF.A,PF3,-1 .D0CPCAG)

E38,73-93EQUATION 11 (PCOFAC ,FNFt .DL11*. (.0D',')
IP L39,93-10=EGUATION 11 (PCOFACoPNFADL?22.PM2P3)

OlI3,1n3-113=LQUATION 12 (-1 OLO.,FCfAC1.0JD,'DL44)

123123-133=OLATION 12 (1. .JD',PC0FA(,PC(.FBAPS)
E41 ,14-24 =EQUATION 4. (IL11,P!' AF,1. rD",PCAF)
E42o.24-34=EQUATION 4 (IL2,PF AF,P'q2P3.PCAF)
E43,34-44=EQUATION 4 (IL 33, PMAF.P2P3 ,PCAF)
[45,44-94=EQUATION 11 (PC1FAF.FNFk.DL11,'.0Dfl)
149,94-1u4EUTION 11 (PC 'FAF.,PNFA,DL22.PFM2P3)
E1(O4,1'D4-114 =EOUATION 11 (PC0jFAFPNFA,DL33,PP3)
E114,114-124EUATION 12 (-1..'DGPC0 FAF.PKFD,DL55)
F124,124-13.=EGu&.ION 12 (1.0D".PC3F AF,PCOFBA,PS)
ES1 5-2 5 =EQUA 7 10N 4 (IL 1 11, FAD,".P CAD)
E52,2"~35=EGuATION 4 (IL 22,PV~f,p04P3,PCADv)
E53.35-4c' =EQUATION. 4 (IL33,PMrADP2P3,PCAD)
F56,P45-95=EQuOTIoN 11 (PC)FAD ,FNF6A-DL11,['.OD0)
E59,95-1-5=EOUATION 11 C'0FAD.P4FA,DL22,FM2P3)
E105, 105-1 15=QIIAT ION 11 (PC,)fADpPNF P.0L33oP2F3)
f115p115-125EQUf.TION 12 (-1.rcC0,PCoFA.1.ODC,rL44)
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D.2 Circuit Model (Continued)

161#16-26=EQUATION 5 (L1PL.,.5 10'.CQ
E62o.26-'16=EQUATION 5(J "OP23-.DCQ
E63,36-0 =EQUATION 5 (IL33,PvAG,P2P3..-1.0DD,PCAQ)
RAD.131-0 =1.0D4
RfDv132-0 1 .004
RCD,133-0 =1.0D4
M12*L11-L22=PM12
M13. Lii-L33=:P M13
M14. Li1-L44=PM14
MiS. L11-L55:P 915

M?3.L22-L33=PM23
M24. L22-L44:PM24
9-25. L2?-L55=PM25
Mi26.1 22-L(6:PM26
M34. L33-L44=Pv434
M35,-L33-L55=PpM35
9 36 * 133-1 66 PM 36
M45. L44-L55=PM45
111.0-1 =PL1 1
122,0-2 =PL22
L33. C-3 =PL33
L44a.C-4 zP144
L55PO-5 =P155U"oDP 0'"
166&0-6 =P166
DEFINED PARAMETERS
P2P3=2.094395 1f24 DC
PMP23z-2.(j94395O24D0
PRQ: 18.9690-3
PRO: 1 .4210-3
PRP=1 .5420-3
rRFZ 0.61DI0
PLS=4.470.i5D-3
PLMO.07433D-3
PLFF :2.1 P9D0
PLDD=5.9IP9D-3
PLQ=1.4?3D-3
PiS=1 .759450-3
PMR: 0. 0990138 300
PK AF =89. f106D-3
PMAQ1.96901.D-3
PMA=4.220~98D-3
PRL=1.75781DO
P FV= 3 75. "ID0
PCN AA = 9. 99367 D11
PAl I =-2.9 246 D-5
PAI 2=-1 .0771 D- 7
PA1 3 =2.03,94 D-1I1
PAll,: 0.00
PCNAF =1. o~inODC
P A21 = -6. 92 12 D- 5
PA22:-8.4719D-8
PA23: 1.6303D-11
PA2l,: 0.00
PCND=0.988600)
PA31 :-P.0120D-5
PI.32: -6.1 443r-b
PA33: 1.2983D-11
PA34: O.00
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D.2 Circuit Model (Continued)

PCNFD=1.CO
PA41 =-6. 9355D-5
PA42=-6.6663D-f
PA43 = 1 .3'54D-l 1
PA44= 0.0
PCND D .97 12 7Vr
PA51 =-2. 1569D-5
PA52= -7* 95d6D0-E'
PA53= 1.5930D-11
PA54= 0.00O
PC NF F=1.c C^8DC-
PA61 =-2. 9867 D-5
PA62= -I .0519D-7
PA63=1.8~699D -1 1
P PA64 0.D "
PCNAO =11. 9941 900
PA?1 = -2. 0322D-5
PA72 =-5 .5511 0-1k
PA73zl.0182D-11
PA74 zDT.D C,
F'PF A =4 . 6 6 D- 4
FNF D=4 .9 u 71:- 2
P CF 2 zF I E 6( I L 11 , IL2 2, 11 3, 114 4 11L5 5 ,PN FA j FNF D, PT)
FCAA = FPOLY(PA11,PA12,PA13,PA14,PCEQ ,3.D3,PCNLA)
PCFF = F POL Y( PA 61 ,PA62,p A o3 PA 14, P CE0P3 .D3FPC NF F)
PCDD= FPCLY(PA51,F A52, A 53,PA 5/-,PCE2 35. D3.-PC fDD )
V CAF = FPL Y( P21, r0? PA 23.PA ?4,P CEO 3.D3,PC'JAF )
PCADz FP OL Y(PA 31 ,F A.32,PA 3 3 FA t, VC E P3.D03 PC NAD)
PCA2z FPOLY(PA71,PA72,PA73,rp.74,PCEQ ,3.D3,PCNfQ)
PCF) FFOLY( Pt4l, PA4?, 9 A 43,PA 44,PC E0 o3.D 3,PCNFD)

PIYFF = FF'OLY1 (rA61 , 1642,P A'S3,P f"4,vCEQ0,3.1)3
PDDD= FFILYI ( FA51 , fA 51,PA53 PA54,PCE 0,3. D3)
PDAF = FP0LY1 (PA21 , fAe?,P A27,P t4, D CE 0,3 .DD
rDA 5 FPOLY1 (rFA31l, FA 32,.33~, P34,PCE G,3. D3)
PDAa= FF")LY1 (PA71,rA7?pIA73,PA74,pcEO,3.03)
PDFD= FPOLY1 (PW.1 prA42,PA43p P;44,PCE 0,3. D3)
PCJFRA: IS IM1P WF ~AL11. 1L2?.1L33,PT)
PCOF AA= FMES S 1(IL 11,1L?2,IL33IL44,IL55,L66,PDAA,PAFPDAD,PDAG,

VLSPM %SP 7DCP~A IDPIQ J-
PCOFAIB= F ME S S 1(TIL1 lo,1I1 ?2 , IL3 3 P L4 1 L 55, 1L66,rDAA,PDAF,PDADPDAG,

FLSP~P P 4PMA 4A 4A )
PCOF AC= FMES S1 (TL1 1, t11--I3 3 , L44,1 L55, I 66,PDA A,P DArPDAD F DAG,

PL S P r-m,r rS PT, P2P3 ,PvlA FPP , P~iA ,3
PC3F AF= F'MFSS?(lLl 1, 1122,IL 3 3o!L44,1 L55,PDAF pPDAF, 0 DFD,

PT,PTA F r'L F F,PMR)
PCOF AD= FmES S?2(IL 1 1, 1L2IL 33 TL4 4, I L55,PP AD,rF D DP DDP.

VT,PMA D,PIR ,PLDD)
FM1 2=EQUATION 2 ( FMS,FLM PC~A, PM2P3)
P?13=EGUATION 2 (F'YS , PL!., PCkA PF2P3 )
P~f14 EQUAT ION 9 ( 1.O0CPM.AF, PCAF, 9D DO)
PM15=EQUATION 9 (1.CDC,PMAPPCAD,0l.3D0
PM15=EQUATION 8 (1 .0DCpPMA0C ... ,PCAQ)
Pto23=EcUATION 2 ( FMS,FLM,PCAA,0.'00)
I'q24=EQUA1ION 9 ( I rCID-Pt'AF, PCAF, Pm2P3)
PFM25=EOUATION 9 (1 .)' I , PMP f, P CAD ,P'm2 P3)
PM26 =FQU AT 10N 8 ( 1 . D ").P -4k f, PV2P 3,PC AQ)
PM3V.=EQUATION 9 ( 1 DD C P M kFfP CAF ,P 2P 3)
PM35=EQUATION 9 (1.GDCpPMAD,-Ct D,P2P3)
P1136EQUATION 8 ( 1 GDD0P MAQ, P 2P3, PC AG
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D.2 Circuit Model (Continued)

P1 45=X13 (PMR*FCFD )
PL11 FQ1' A IION 1 (PLS.' OLM P I- D'I PC A ApPCOF A .,PNF A)
PL2EQL''TION I (PISiPIM ,P2P3a-PCAA.,PCOFAB.PNFA)
PL33=EQUATION 1 (PLSPLM.'IM2P3,PPCAA. PCOF ACPNFA)
IL44= X11(PLFF*PCFF*PCtdFAF)
PL55= X12(PLDD*PCDD +PCC'FAD*FNFD)
P16S = PLQG
DPS=Xl(FD2THT(IL11,JL?2.1L33,VRAD.VRPD.VRCD.PRPPS))
DPT=Y2( PS)
PS= 376.998D 0
PT=2.48949D0

FUNC TION S
EQUATION 1 (Aj-PC.D.EF)=(Dk (AB*DCDS(2.A1DO*PT4C))+ F*E*DCOS(PT-C))
EQUATION 2 (A,I3C,D)A(C*(-A + p*DCOS(2.(JDC*PTD)))
EQUkTION 3 ( A,B.-C ,D) =(?.1) *4 *E*D *PSID SIN(2. D G*PT 4C)
EQUATION 4 ( A R-, D) =(A*.,*D* P S*DSI N (PT+C )
EQUATION 5 ( A # FC ,D,E) =( E* D* A **P S*DCOS (PT+C))
EQUATION 7 (A.,BC)=(?.*A*R*DSIN(2.*PTC))
EQUATION 8 ( A , ,C , ) =( A* E*f* VS IN (PT+ C) )
EQUATION 9 (A,P,CD) =(A*L34C*DCOS(PT+D))
EQUA T ION 11 (A Pr C D ) =(- 1 .Dr! *A* 9* C* D COS (PT+ D))
EQU4TION 12 (APC,D)=(A*B*C*D)
TABLE 1
O.ODO,1.75781DS.2,).C1666!6DJ,1 .757$1D0,C.016667DO0.5D0,O.03333D0,O.5D0.

OUTP UTS
I 111 , I L 4 4 , IL 5 5 11L 6 6, P S
PLOT INTERVAL =1.0-8
1141TIAL CONDITIONS
ItLII6967.44DO
1122= -34 83 .72 DO
IL33=-34F3 .72 DJ
IL44=616.31DO
1155=0.ODC
1165=.0CDO
RUN C0~4TROLS
1 NTE GRATI10 N R OUT I NE=I mPL I CI T
M INI MUM AESOL UT E E RROR1 . D-4
MINIMUM STEP SIZE =1.D-24
STO* T14E=01.05D()

E 1D
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0.3 Fortran Subroutines

I/FDR T.FORTSRC DO
IPOIPLE PlRECI SION F U4CT lot, FD2TMiT(IL~l1IL?221L33.VRADVPLD,
I VRCDPPFPIS)

IMPLICIT RE AL*8 CA-hi' O-Z)
REAL*8 ILl11PIL2?.I L33

C THIS SU3PROGRAM COMPUTES ROTOR ANGLE ACCELEPATION. THE MECHANICAL A4JD
C ELECTRICAL POWERS ARE CALCULATED IN P.U.

DATA SB3,PM HCONOME GAR/ 160. DD6,0. kSDQ, 2. 3?OD.376.99800/
PE1lLllVRAD + IL22*VRBD + IL33*VRCD
PE = PEl + FRP*(IL11*ILll + IL22*IL22 4 IL33*1L33)
PEPU = PE/SB3
OMEGAU =PS/OME(;AR

DENOM 2 .C!DC*HCON*OMEC.AU
DI FF=PM-PEPU
FD2THT = DIFF/DENOM
RE TURN
END
DOUtRLE PREC ISI ON F UN CT ION F I EOCILl 11L 22, IL33 Lt.4, IL5 5

1 ~PNF AP4F D PT)
IMPL IC 1T FE AL*8 (A-r , I ,0 -Z)

C THIS SUBROGPAM COMPUTES THE EDUIVALENT CURRENT ALONG THE ROTOR AXIS.
C REFER TO PAPFR BY SM4ITH AN4D SNIDER F3k THEORECTICAL FORIVULATION.

A =DCOS(PT)
8B DCOS(PT-2.'J94395132393DO)
C = DCOS(PT+2.0943Y5132393DO)
STEPI= (IL11*A + IL2' + IL33*C)*2.D01/3.D3
STEP2 = PtrrD*IL55 + P'FA*STEP1
FIEQ= IL44 + STEP?
FI FQ= DAFS(FIEQ)
RE TURN
E4D

DOUPLE PREC ISI ON F UNCT ION FPnL Y(Al A2.pA7,A 4mC EGPL I MoCONS)
IMPLIC IT REA L*9(A-Z)
If (CEO .GT. FLIfe)CEQ=PLIM
CE02=C EG*CEQ
CE Q3=C EQ *CE 02
CE04=CEQ*CEQ3
FPOLY=CONS + Al*CEQ + A2*CE 2 + A3*CEQ3 + A4*CE04
RETURN
E'ID
DOUBLE PRECISION FUN4CTI ON F POLYl(k l,AZ.-A3,A4,CEQPLIM)
I~rPLIC IT REAL*P A-Z)
CEQ2 =C EQ *CEO
CEQ3=C EQ*CEQ2
CEQ4=CEQ*CEQ3
FPOLYI= Al + 2.K1)*A?*CEQ + 3.DC*A3*CE0? + 4.Dt)*A4*CE03

RE TURN
END
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D.3 Fortran Subroutines (Continued)

DOURLE PRECISION FUNJCTION FMESSl(IL11, IL22,1L33,1IL44.IL55.1166.,
1 XLAAXLAF ,XLk.DoYLAQ
2 FLSPLM, PMS,THT, PHASE,PMAF,PPIAD,PMAQ,-NFLAG)

IMPLICIT REAL*P.(A--I,-Z)
C THIS SUBPROGRAM COMPUTES COEFFICIENTS OF VOLTAGES SOURCES PUT IN TO
C TA.KE INTO ACCOUNT THE EFFECTS OF SATURATION.

GO TO ( 10,2 0.30)N FLAG
10 X1=PLS

Y3=-PMS

GD TO 40
20 X1l=-PmS

X2= PLS
3=-PMS

GD TO 4C
3CXl =-PM S

Y3=PLS
43 DLA XLAA*(X1 + PL4*DCOS(2.ODC-*THT4PHASE))

DLbb= XLAA*(X2 + PLI*DCcs(2.0DDG*THT-?.0Q4395f92393D[4PHASE))
OLCC= YLAA*()(3 4 PL'4*DC0S(?.0DC*THT + 2. r94595102393D04+PHASE))
DLAF= XLAF*P A F*DCOS(TH T4PHB SE)
DLAD= XLAD*PM.AD*DCOS(THTPHASE)
DL AG = X LAQ *PMAQ * DS IN(T HT +PH ASE
FMiESS1 = IL 11 *D L f.A + I L2 ?*D LRB +4 1L 33* D LCC + 14 4 *D L AF +4 1L 55*D LA D

& + 1L66*DLAG
FMESS1= O.DO
RETURN
EN D
D 0UP LE F RE C ISIto' F U'lC T10N F SII1P (PN FA C A,t,CB-C CpT HT)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-t,0-Z)

C THIS SUBPROGRAM COM9PUTES THE NONLINEAR SPEED V)LTAGE ARISING
C FORM CONSIDERATIONS OF SATURATION.

Xl = DSIN(THT)
X2 = DSIN(THT-2. )943951l,2393D))
X3 = DSIN(THT+2.D94395l1j2393D))
FSI'4PPtFA*(CA*Xl 4 C3*X2 +CC*X3)
RE TURN
EN D

ADOUBLE PRECISION F UNCTI ON FVES S2(lLll.IL22.PIL33.PIL44.IL55,r
1 XLAA,XLAFtXLAD#
2 T 4T ,P L1, P L 2P L 3

I MPL IC I T E A L * 8(A I,0 - Z)
C THIS SUBPROGkAM COMPUTES COEFFICIENTS OF VOLTAGES SOURCES PUT IN TO
C TAKE INTO ACCOUNT THE EFFECTS OF SATURATION.

DLAA= XLAA*PL1 *DCOS(THT)
DLBE: XLAA*PL1*DCOS(THT - 2.094395102393D0)
DLCC= XLAA*PL1*[)COS(THT + 2.u94395I[2393D0)
DLAF= XLAF*P12
DLAD= XLAD*P13
FMESs2= ILl 1*DLAA + 1L22*DLRB + 1133*D1CC 4 IL44*DLAF 4 L55*DLAD
FMESS2 9.D0
RE TURN
EN D
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APPENDIX E

SCR MODELS FOR SPICE 2, AND SCEPTRE

E.1 THE BIPOLAR JUNCTION TRANSISTOR MODEL

Development of the SCR models begins with the bipolar junction transis-

tor model. This BJT model is a variation of the Ebers-Moll one dimensional

model in which junction capacitances are added to account for charge storage

in the depletion region and charge storage in the base regions due to diffu-

sion time across the base region.

VBC
C e e + CC 1 (8
BC =~ 1 1RC I _V (81)

VBE

CBE -T e + CJE o  - /E(82)

The equations describing the components in the above model are:

IC FIF - R

VBE/e VBE/e
= (FIEs(e -1) - ICS(e -1)

E = RIR - IF (84)

VBC/e VBE/e

= c'RICS(e -1) - IES(e -1)

E.2 LIST OF PARAMETERS

QF = proportion of current injected from emitter into the base that

diffuses to the base-collector junction.
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FIGURE 23. MODIFIED EBERS-MOLL BIPOLAR JUNCTION
TRANSISTOR MODEL (INJECTION MODEL).
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= transit time for carriers injected by the emitter into the

base-collector depletion layer.

IES = base-emitter saturation current for reverse biased base-

emitter junction.

C3jEo = zero bias base-emitter depletion layer capacitance.

e = physical constant (at a fixed temperature) = 0.025 v .

OE = emitter junction potential (0.6 - 0.8v) - a physical property.

aR = proportion of current injected from the collector into the base

that diffuses to the base-emitter junction.

TR = transit time for carriers injected by the collector into the

base to reach the base-emitter depletion layer boundary.

ICS = base collector saturation current for reverse biased base-

collector junction.

CjC o = zero bias base-collector depletion layer capacitance.

C = collector junction potential (0.6 - 0.8v) - a physical property.

m = the junction capacitance gradient factor. For heavily doped

semiconductors m = 0.5. For lightly doped semiconductors m z 0.33.

The modified Ebers-Moll model as given is the basic model as applied to

SCEPTRE. it is referred to as the injection model, because the reference

currents IR and IF are the currents injected into the base region from the

collector and emitter respectively.

SPICE 2 incorporates a mathematically identical model, but, the SPICE 2

MODEL is referenced to the proportion of the injected currents (IR , which

actually arrive at their respective collecting junctions ( RIR = > called IEC,

aFIF = > called ICC). For this reason, it is referred to as the charge trans-

port model (meaning that the reference currents are those actually transported

across the base region).

Utilizing the reciprocity relationship:

aFIES =aRICS 6 Is •
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E.3 CIRCUIT SIMPLIFICATION

The BJT model equations are then rewritten utilizing this relationship

I = Is(eBE A - IS/aR(e -1) (85)

c Ic - IEC/aR

VBC/e VBE/e

IE = (e -1) - IS/aF(e - ) (86)

= IEC - ICC/aF

VBC m

CBC e e + Co 1 / (87)

V BE m

CBE FS e 6 + CEo 1VB (88)
0E0E

This modification is advantageous in that one less parameter detemina-

tion is required and that numerical methods are simplified due to an in-

crease in the range of linearity of logarithmic calculations based on the

reference current IS (Reference 33).

Note. There is no physical or mathematical modification, only a notation

modification.

Still further modification in form is made for the SPICE 2 model while

keeping the model mathematically identical. The two reference currents

(current collected at the emitter IEC and current collected at the collector

ICC) are combined to form a single reference current (current collected total

ICT). This ICT is defined by

ICT= cc - EC = IS(eVBE/' eBBC/'
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The combining of the transport current into a single term requires that the
diodes have only base connections at their anode points (NPN model) and

therefore an expression for base current must be formed so that the diode

currents may be expressed correctly. Referring to Figure 24.

IB = -IC -IE (89)

IB = (1/aF - 1)'CC + (1/aR - 1)IEc (90)

IB = ICC/OF + IEC/BR (91)

The model now appears as Figure 25, the model terminal equations are now

IC = ICT - IEC/OR (92)

Is(eVBE/e eVBC/e VBC/ 1
= Se -e ) - IS/BR (e -1)

IE = -ICT - ICC/OF (93)

Is(eVBC/e eVBE/e VBE/e
=I( -e ) - IS/BF (e -I)

IB = ICC/OF + IEC/OR (94)

=IS/OF (eVBE/61) + IS/OR (e VBC/ - 1)

The terminal characteristic model used in SPICE 2 is then given in terms of

IB and IC . This model is shown in Figure 26, with contact resistances

rb, rc and re added.

E.4 THE SCR MODEL IN SPICE 2

The SCR model is developed in SPICE 2 by connecting TWO BJT models

(a PNP and a NPN) as shown in Figure 27. In addition to the two transistors,

a resistor Rshunt is added to the model. Since the Spice BJT model has no

capability to simulate the reverse breakdown of the p-n junctions, then a
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FIGURE 24. MODIFIED EBERS-MOLL BJT MODEL (TRANSPORT MODEL).
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Ic collector

-- C IECV BC IBC O_ R

BBaseO 0- ICT

E + CBE

T_
IE emitter

FIGURE 25. MODIFIED EBERS-MOLL BJT MODEL
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re

FIGURE 26. SPICE 2 MODIFIED EBERS-MOLL BJT MODEL.
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anode

Qi
(PNP)

DFOR

Gate -Q2

(NPN)

R shunt cathode

FIGURE 27. A SPICE 2 SCR MODEL BASE 0 ON THE TWO BJT MODEL.
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diode DFOR must be added to simulate the forward breakover voltage of the

SCR. In addition DFOR provides a means of controlling the amount of forward
bias of the center p-n junction of the SCR as well as a path of discharge of
the junction capacitance during that portion of the SCR turn-off transient in
which the center junction is relieved if excess carriers in the depletion

region by recombination.

When using the SPICE 2 BJT AND DIODE MODELS, there are a large number

of parameters that may be specified (28 for the BJT, 14 for the Diodes). If
these parameters are not supplied via the input deck, then SPICE 2 has built
in default values to use in order to satisfy the model equations. The SPICE2
SCR MODEL equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 28 with applicable default

values applied to circuit elements.

The 10 circuit components of Figure 28 are described by the following

equations in which any SPICE 2 default values used in the model have been

applied to the equations.

re= re (95)

40EB _e 4OVCBI 40VcB 1

I I (e e 1) IS, (e - l) (96)C1 I S1 SR

is 40VEBI 1 40VCB
S 1 (e 1 1) +I 1 (e -1)97)IBI - fI  + R

Tf IS1 40VEB1
CBE = e (98)

40cB

TR IIS 40 CB
CBC1= e (99)
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40VCB1  40V~c

(e 1-1) (e - 1)

SDFOR diode -4Sdiode (100)
1 + [VCBI/VBOJ 1 + (VBC 2 /VBo 6  1

= IS(e + 1) (101)I2 I2

1 s 40VBE2 4Vc
I 2 - f2 2 2 s

CB = BC CjC2(I -VBc -0(103)
2 2

CR ~ ~ (103)

Rshunt= Rshunt 004)

From these 10 equations, one develops the following list of parameters that

must be provided in order for the model to function.

1. rel

2 . 1 S 1

3. 0 fl

4. R 1

5. fl

6. TR

7. ISdiode
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8. V80

9. Is2

10. Of

11. Cjc 2

The method of determining these parameter values is given in Reference 24.

E.5 THE SCR MODEL IN SCEPTRE

The SCR model is developed in SCEPTRE by connecting a PNP transistor

and NPN transistor in the same regenerative feedback arrangement as was used

in the SPICE 2 model (Figure 27). In the case of SCEPTRE, however, the BJT
model has the form shown in Figure 23. Applying similar procedures as used

in developing the SPICE 2 SCR model leads to the equivalent circuit shown in

Figure 29. One advantage of SCEPTRE is that the ability to model the de-

pendent exponential current sources in the input deck (thereby not relying

on a fixed internal model for the BJT) allows elimination of the diode used

in SPICE 2 to model the SCR forward break-over voltage. This SCR charac-

teristic is modeled by including reverse breakdown in the mathematical ex-
pression for the base-collector junction of the transistors.

It is notable that a minor rearrangement of the form of this model

[combine diodes IRI and IR2 ' combine capacitors CBC1 and CBC , and include
the junction capacitor (defaulted to zero) of the gate to cathode junction]

results in the intrinsic 3-junction model of the SCR.

The SCEPTRE SCR model of Figure 29 has 13 elements, but, since the

current sources are defined as a constant, a, times the corresponding diode

current, then only the equations for diode currents are given.

re re, (105)

F IES(e -1 ) (106)
1 1S
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IF 2 t LRI2
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FIGURE 29. SCEPTRE TWO BJT SCR MODEL.
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Tf f IES1  40VEB 1

CBE 4 e (107)

40VcB

ICS1 (e - 1)(108)R 1 1 + [VCBI/VB] 6V08

TR aR 11I CSI  40VCB,

CBC 11 e0 (09)

CBC 2  = CjC2(1 -VBC2)-0.5 (110)

40VBC2
I2 = Ics2(e - 1) (III)

40V BE 2

IF2  = ES - 1) (112)

Rshunt= Rshunt (113)

The parameters required to implement the above model are obtained from the

SPICE 2 parameters as follows:
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TABLE 3

CONVERSION OF SPICE 2 TO SCEPTRE

4. =

5. aR*

6. 'CS1  = S /afI

311

7. fR1  af 1

8. C jC2  c C3C2

9. 'CS2  is 1/LR 2

10. IES I 15 /ctf
2 2 2

11.

1 aR1 2aR
1

12. f= of
2 2

13. Rshunt = Rshunt

14. IBO = BO
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